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Perseverance study of the floor of the 45 km Jezero crater on Mars has demonstrated emplacement of up to three lava units 100 Ma or more after the 
formation of this 3.7-4.1 Ga crater. Unless these came over the rim, this example should increase our confidence in within-crater lava effusion on Mercury. 

The lesson from Jezero crater, Mars Within-crater lava on Mercury?

Mastcam images from [3]: (A) Maaz Formation overlying Seitah
Formation. (B-E) detail within Maaz Formation.

Same area as mapped by [1]

Jezero  cross-section
interpreted after [3]. There 
has been a LOT of erosion 
that has stripped away delta 
deposits that probably once 
covered much more of the 
crater floor and that has also 
eaten away at the uppermost 
igneous crater floor deposits.

Jezero imaged by HiRiSE (JMARS)

Mastcam images from [3]: Flow textures & vesicles in Maaz Fm.
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Travers crater on Mercury (164 
km) and several  Jezero-size 
craters to its west floored by 
‘smooth crater floor’ material, as 
mapped by [5]. How much of this 
smooth crater floor material is 
lavas?

Rachmaninoff as mapped by  [6, 
7]. The patches of smooth plains 
(sp) outside the rim are accepted 
as ponds of Impact melt. The 
smooth crater floor material is too 
young and too voluminous to be 
impact melt [8], and almost 
certainly results from  post-impact 
effusive volcanism. At 290 km 
diameter, this is much bigger than 
Jezero.

Hokusai (95 km). There are impact melt ponds on terraces and ejecta, but is the
smooth crater floor lava? [9] Left: high resolution targeted NAC mosaic.

The uppermost bedrock of the Jezero crater floor was mapped 
as ‘volcanic floor unit’ by [4], as Njf (Noachian crater floor) in the 
geologic map by [1] and as Cf-fr (crater floor fractured rough) in 
the photogeologic map by [2]. Only after in situ study by the 
Perseverance rover could the igneous nature of this unit be 
proven, on the basis of texture (outcrop scale and smaller), 
mineralogy and elemental abundances, e.g. [3]. The Cf-fr unit 
equates with the Maaz Formation of [3]. This consists of several 
stratified or massive members that are px and plag bearing lavas 
(a pyroclastic origin is not yet ruled out). The Maaz Formation 
overlies (perhaps unconformably, [10]) a light-toned etched floor 
unit (the Seitah Formation) that is mostly strongly layered and 
contains ol+px+plag; this is an igneous rock that is most likely a 
cumulate within massive lava flows or of intrusive origin. 

The multiple lava (and possibly intrusive) units on Jezero’s floor 
suggest similar complex effusive history on the floors of similar 
craters on Mars. Of more relevance to MExAG, it gives credence 
to similar histories in similar sized (and larger)  craters on 
Mercury where a ‘smooth crater floor’ unit is mapped (at the 
coarser resolution of the available images).
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